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Today: 50 percent
chance of showers
High: 69°F
Low: 50°F
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SUAB
gets new
E-board
By

Deidre Stroman
Contributor
As the new president for the
Student Union Advisory Board
Michael Mackey plans to make
sure that all A&T students are
on track for achieving the best
out of campus life.
"The E-board will meet in
April to begin organizing events
for the next school year," he

PHOTO BY ERICA FRANKLIN, MIKE MCCRAY AND ALEXIS MASON

said.
Mackey was one of the 12 students chosen for positions for
SUAB. Speeches were given on

Greeks

March 23. The function took

place in the Memorial Student
Union.
As the president, Mackey is
responsible for upholding all
constitutional affairs and representing the

ideas ofthe students

Mackey said that he decided
to run for president because he

loves to organize programs.
"I am a good leader, and I do
well with project management,"

present

their

he said.
The new SUAB vice president
is Ashley Tweatt. In case of any
emergency where Mackey is not

able to attend for any reason,
Tweatt must take on all duties

for him.
Miss SUAB for the 2006-07
school year is Nailah Haten. Her
job is to respectively represent
the organization while communicating

initiates

Clockwise: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity initiated 14 in their ceremony on Tuesday. The 11 new members ofZeta Phi Beta Sorority hid their faces with blue and white masks until it was
time for them to "come out." Five Aggies "crossed" into the lota Phi Theta Fraternity on March 30 in Moore Gym after a three-year hiatus. Michael Mackey, the new SUAB president,
maintains his "grit" face as he was initiated into Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. See article on page 2. Please visit www.ncatregister.org for more pictures from this year's probates.

with the public about

activities held on campus.

Taking on the position of
treasurer is Sheena Parker. As
treasurer, she must take note of

all financial endeavors in a lawful manner.
Faith Baldwin became the
rules and regulations chair. In
this position, making sure that
all endeavors are legal within the
constitution is the key concept.
Danjon Meredith is over
social affairs. His job is to create
a multitude ofsocial events that
are appealing to the student
body.

In addition, Jonathan Rivers
will lead the game and tournaments committee. He will be
hosting entertaining games and
functions for students.
Carla'Henry won the marketing and promotions position.
She is responsible for publicity
for the events that the organization hosts

Mackey said that SUAB will

make the organization more
See SUAB, Page 2
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Committee
to find new
chancellor

Run-off elections reveal
final campus positions
By Sierra Napier

Contributor
After a second round of votes,
the wait is over, and election
results are in.
Run-off elections were necessary to determine the winners for
the vice president for external
affairs, attorney general, Miss
A&T, sophomore class vice president, Miss sophomore and Miss
junior.

With less than one percent
more of the votes, seven to be
exact, Darren Brand won the vice

president ofexternal affairs position on March 22. His competitor, Randall Ellington led by

more than 120 votes in the first
round on March 20.
Brand said he is tired (and)
glad it's over. Brand was the only
candidate in the run-off elections
that came in as the underdog.
Despite the almost 12 percent
deficit of votes on March 20,
Brand returned as the winner of
the position on the night of
March 22.
As the vice president of external affairs, Brand will be responsible for the public relations of
the SGA and the direction of all
research projects initiated.
He plans to restore communication within the campus of

A&T.

Brand said his success

gave

him emotional achievement and
he received a lot of love.
Randall said that he understood the reason for therun-off,
but was surprised he lost the
position. Yet, he said, Brand may
have been more effective in campaigning after the first election

By Sophia Downing

Contributor

round.

Ellington said he felt Williams
Cafeteria was not an efficient
place for people to vote.
Leo Breckenridge became the
new attorney general for the
2006-07 school year.
Breckenridge won by 99 votes
more than Christa Newkirk.
In the first round of elections,
Breckenridge led by more than

Erskine Bowles, president of
the University of North Carolina
System, visited A&T on March
29 to give the chancellor search
committee its charge.
In his speech, Bowles identified an excellent chancellor as
someone who
"is a leader and
has the ability,

See RUN-OFF, Page 2

energy

College fast-food frenzy
By Kristin

Martin

a junior student.

Contributor
The average college student's
life is consumed by endless obligations from classes, work schedules, group meetings, school
organizations, etc,

Unfortunately for most students, a well balanced and nutrition-filled meal is the least of
their worries.
It is said to be, for most students at A&T, that a quick trip
to Summit Avenue, relatively
close to campus, is the easiest pit
stop for a bite to eat.
"Although I know my eating
habits are not the best, I still eat
fast food at least four times a
week because it is the most convenient," said Addie Whisenant,

.

As college students see fast
food almost as a necessity, do
they ever wonder at any time
what exactly they are putting into
their systems?
The cliche phrase, "You are
what you eat," is one that certainly should not be taken lightly
while super sizing your meal at
McDonald's. McDonald's has
recently admitted to the public
that their French fries have a
third more trans fats than before.
Due to the revised rules under
the U.S. government's rules and
regulations on food labels, which
specifies the amounts of trans
fats in foods, this change has
been brought to the attention of
various nutrition specialist. The
trans fats content in McDonald's
French fries, has raised from a

third, to eight grams of trans fats
Any level of trans fats is
unhealthy and it is best to avoid
all together if one is trying to follow a nutrition-based diet. Trans
fats are created when hydrogen is
added to vegetable oil in an
effort to extend the shelf-life of
products such as cooking oils.
According to The Food and
Drug Administration, trans fats
are said to cause "bad
cholesterol," increasing the risk
of heart attacks. Americans are
continuously asked to watch
their consumption of foods containing trans fats. Through this
nutritional precaution, the FDA
hopes to reduce the number of
heart attacks, which have been
600 to 1,200 annually, within
See EAT, Page 2

and

vision to take
A&T to the
next level; a
proven

fundrais-

er, and can raise

capital for this
James Renick
munity

university; an
active participate in the com-

and an asset to the com-

munity."

"Don't settle for anything less,"
Bowles said.

Bowles believes the potential
ofthe university is unlimited.
According to Bowles, A&T
needs a driven leader and
resources to become the leading
university in this country.
"UNC-G and A&T should
remain different and distant
from one another, but we can
work together to make a difference in the community," he said
At the meeting were members
ofthe search committee, press,
students and other A&T staff
and faculty members. Many people's gestures and facial expres-

Aggie Pride!

sions showed support ofBowles
charge.
Ann Lemon, who works for

the human resources department
at North Carolina Chapel Hill,
conducted a thorough explanation of the legal procedures and
confidentiality of the process to
the search committee.
The committee was given con-

fidentiality statements and their
signature was required to secure
their positions. Everyone was in
favor of the statement and they
moved forward.
Velma Speight-Buford, chair of
the committee, recognizes
Chancellor James C. Renick as
the current chancellor that
announced his resignation, but
still remains here at the school.
She confirmed they must begin
the process because he will be

leaving in June.
As chair ofthe committee,
Buford said that they would be
looking all over the country for

a

new chancellor. She has chosen a
search firm that will assist the
committee in finding three wor-

thy candidates.

The firm chosen by Buford has
ties with the university.
"I have chosen a firm that

knows the history of A&T, and
who is.familiar with what the
search committee required of
during the last search," she said
The search firm is Heidrick &_
Struggles, with Veronica Biggins
as their leading lady. She has a
brother on the A&T Board of
Trustees. Biggins' father was a
See CHANCELLOR, Page 2
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63 Aggies join campus Greek life
One fraternity returns, another may get suspended
ates, the Mu Psi chapter of Omega Psi

By

Erica Franklin
Editor in Chief
As the first fraternity to probate, members of the Beta Epsilon.
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity initiated 14 on March 28 at
8:06 in front of Williams Cafeteria.
The new line of men called, "The Gift &. The Curse," wore gold
outfits and black boots as they marched near the Holland Bowl to the
charts of a marching band. After singing and dancing, recognizing former fraternity members and reciting the Greek alphabet, the 14 men
revealed their identity.
Alan Holmes, Kevin Brockenbrough, Jonathan Rivers, Curtis Walls,
Lawrence Alii, Jarrod Young, Ian Wilson, Terrance Brown, Justin
Blake, Ivan Larrymore, Donald Boone, Darrell Reeves, Gerond
Caldwell and Micheal V. Stanley introduced themselves as the new
members of Beta Epsilon.
The Alpha Phi Alpha initiates concluded their ceremony after
marching to their plot located next to Murphy Hall. The men joined
together and said their fraternity hymn prior to leaving.
The following day, the members of the Zeta Alpha chapter of Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority and the Eta chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
announced their new members. Yet, this fraternity and sorority chose
to have their initiation ceremonies in Moore Gym.
At 6:20 p.m., 11 women marched into the doors of the gym to
reveal their faces to the student body. This year, Zeta Phi Beta was the
only sorority to probate.
Wearing white overalls and blue shoes, the initiates perfomed steps
in front of the hundreds ofstudents in the gym. They kept their heads
toward the sky as theyrevealed each new member.
Brooke Walker, Mia Simmons, Nyia Potts, Ashley Miller, Jessica
White, Aletha Jumper, Tiffany Barber, Tomika Houze, Anqwan

Burrell, Candance Kimball and Chundell Rich were the new 11
women of the "Dove-Ine Intervention" line.
Shortly after the Zeta Phi Beta's ceremony, 16 initiates for Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity marched into the gym.
Opening their ceremony with the presentation oftheir fraternity
shield, Jason Perry, Micheal Brownlee, Jamaal Fisher, Deregaryl
Covington, Brandon Armstrong, Brian Evans, Brian Tennie, Don
Andrews, Larnell Harris, Lance Blackwell, Peter Fore, Sentel Allen,
Dennis Walston, Anthonie Cox, Danjon Meredith and Brandon
Greeson marched in the gym while reciting a chant.
After three years, the members of the Zeta chapter of the Iota Phi
Theta Fraternity announced five initiates on March 30 at 5:55 p.m. in
Moore Gym. Mark McKinley, Johnathan Snead, Charles Patterson,
Charles Levy and Leo Breckenridge were dressed in tan pants and
brown shirts as they marched into Moore Gym.
Members of the student body watched as fraternity members welcomed the initiates.
About two hours later, the final fraternity to share its faces of initi-

Author to visit
A&T in April

Phi Fraternity, stepped onto
the floor of Moore Gym. With black masks, fatigue pants and gold
boots, the 17 initiates performed several fraternity steps that excited
the crowd.
Clarence Mitchell, Kwame Molden, Kendric Davis, James Coleman,
Andre Marshall, Antonio Walker, Chris Clark, Chris Jessamy, Alex
Brown, Maurice Davis, Jason Dalton, Malik Ndubisi, Melvin Kearney,
Michael Mackey, Stanley Ralph, Brandon King and Brian Burns are
the new "Que" members.
Despite all ofthe excitement, not all fraternities and sororities in
the Divine 9 announced new members this week,
With the hazing complaint on the Alpha Nu chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity, rumors are stirring on A&T's campus. The
Alpha Nu chapter did not declare any initiates this week.
They are said to be in the process ofreceiving suspension
According to the News & Record, a university employee reported on
March 9 that a male student had been hazed by members of the fraternity to campus police (according to the university police log). The victim suffered internal injuries, inflicted by the hand, as part of an initiation, according to a police incident report, said the article.
Members of the fraternity declined to talk about this incident as of
March 29.
According to the 2004-05 organization handbook, hazing penalties
inlude criminal prosecution in the courts for individual students
involved, university disciplinary action through the university judicial
tribunal and sanctions against the organization.
In addition, there were no initiates from the Gamma chapter of
Sigma Gamma Rho, the Alpha Phi chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha or
the Alpha Mu chapter of Delta Sigma Theta.

Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Reporter

The new Alumni/Foundation
Event Center will welcome
Thomas L. Friedman to campus
on April 5.
Friedman, a foreign affairs
columnist for
the New York
Times, is the

author of The
World is Flat.
The book,
which was distributed to the
2005 freshman class, is a
history of the
Thomas Friedman

20* century
and

is

cur-

rently second
on the Wall Street Journal best selling nonfiction books' list.
According to Friedman's home
page,

his book demystifies the

brave new world for readers,
allowing them to make sense of
the often bewildering global
scene unfolding before their eyes.

"I need to get my hands on a
The book is on globalization," said junior business major
A.J. Wilson.
copy.

Many professors are urging students to attend the lecture.
"Listen to what is being said
not for academic reasons, but for
its implication as a citizen of the

world. There are implications,"
said Dr. Japhet H. Nkonge, business professor.

"(Attending) is recommended

even if the student is not in a

class."
Friedman has won three

Pulitzer Prizes for the New York
Times, the most recent for a commentary, in 2002.

Members ofthe chancellor's

office are responsible for acquir-

ing Friedman

"I am pleased to see that happen at A&T. That goes to show
you...someone is on the ball. It is
a step in the right direction,"

Curtis Walls, a widereceiver for the Aggie football team, recites the
names of past line members of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.

RUN-OFF from Page 1

Sophomore position by 75 votes
Miss Junior, Ashley Little, won
by 21 votes over her nearest
opponent, Maureceia Autry.
Megan Brooks, the current vice

15 percent

Run-Off Winners

against his three com-

petitors.

As the attorney general,

Breckenridge will investigate and
violate the

Vice President of External Affairs
Darren Brand

prosecute those who
SGA constitution.

Attorney General
Leo Breckenridge

Crystal Williams, the new Miss
A&T, won with 718 votes, beatwho had 538

Middle East studies from
Oxford.

CHANCELLOR from Page 1

"He crafted the words. It hits
home with many age groups.
The book says something that
has been in academia in the '70s
and '80s," Nkonge said.
"There is something for everyone in what has been said," he
said.
The nearly 500-page book,
which is said to discuss the "leveled economic world" and globalization was published in 2005.
Students

can visit

mitworld.mit.edu/video/266/ to

view a video of Friedman discussing The World is Flat at
Massachusett.es Institute of
Technology nearly a year ago.

Crystal Williams

Sophomore Class Vice President
Wayne Holley Jr.

Wayne Holley, Jr. is the new
sophomore class president.

When asked about his emotions prior to the announcement
of the winners, Holley said, "It's
crazy; I have mixed emotions.
The tension is building."
Senea Moody won the Miss

select the best.

Miss AST

votes.

Williams will take over after
Anisah Rasheed. She will serve
as the official female representation for the student body.

Nkonge said. "Everyone should
be familiar with the general concept of the book."
A native of Minnesota,
Friedman received his bachelor
of arts degree in Mediterranean
studies from Brandies University
in 1975. He received a master's
of philosophy degree in modern
"The local community is very
excited," said Jacqueline Oates,
administrative secretary for academic affairs. "This is going to
be a great event."
Although the event is free,
tickets are required. As of 3 p.m.
Tuesday, there were 300 tickets
available to the public and studentbody at the ticket office.
Tickets will be available until
April 4 and can be picked up
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The lecture will begin at 11
a.m. Due to the format, questions have to be submitted before
hand on index cards. A committee reviews the questions to

Jamaal Fisher was the third man in the spring 2006 line for the Eta
chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.

Leo Breckenridge, the new SGA attorney general, was the "tail" of the
2006 line for the Zeta chapter of lota Phi Theta Fraternity.

ing Jasmine Fisher, who had 452
votes and Jessica Hope Murrell,
By

PHOTOS BY: MIKE MCCRAY

professor at A&T and her mother graduated from A&T.
Buford said Biggins under-

stands the university's heritage as
an HBCU and can take it to the

next level.

Buford said Chancellor
Renick's accomplishments are
too numerous for her to list.
"Chancellor Renick relationship with students is a plus. His
leadership took us to a higher
level in reference to the research
done here. He created "Futures"
which was his strategic plan for
the university. I really admired
his use of the bond ramphredum
which was money invested into
our building program."
Justin Ramey, SGA President,
verified Chancellor Renick's
involvement with students
"He is very in touch with the
student body. I never had a hard
time getting to speak with him.
He was always reachable.
Chancellor Renick has done
wonders for our school."
Ramey recalled a time when
Chancellor Renick mention in a
speech pertaining to the students
about a merger between A&T
and UNC-G.
"We should not look at it as
UNC-G taking over A&T, but
A&T taking over UNC-G," he
quotes Renick as saying.

Miss SophomorE
Senea Moody

Miss Junior
Ashley Little

president of external affairs, said
she chose candidates wisely.
"I picked my candidates based
on their potential, especially
because I'm in one of the positions that need to be filled. I'm
not going to pick you if I don't
think you can follow through,"

she said.
Unfortunately, not all candidates could win. Despite not
winning the Miss Sophomore
position, Courtney Walke said
she believes that everything happens for a reason
"It happens in God's plan,"
she said.
Erica Franklin and Sophia Downing
contributed to this story.

SUAB from Page 1
known on campus by improving
marketing and promoting.
"We plan to use outlets such as
the A&T Register, Greenbench
Productions, WNNA 90.1 and
flyers," he said.
Jacole Ivey has been selected to
be over film, video and photography. Taking on this role will
require her to record and document many of the organization's
activities

Priscilla Serebour became the

new committee chair of interna-

tional affairs for the organization.
This committee brings in different programs to include

the cul-

tural environment for different
nationalities
Finally, Tashieka Truitt is over
the decorations and environment
committee. This job requires her
to design the organization's programs

Ramey is excited about participating in the chancellor search.
"It.allows me to stay in touch

with the student body and work
for them. The position is a
reward given to me as my days as
SGA president come to an end."
The search committee will
hold public forums for the staff,
faculty, students, alumni and
community in April. The committee wants to hear the public's

ideas and characteristics of what
they want in a chancellor.
The meetings will remain open
until the committee starts to discuss candidates for the position.
The search committee includes
Justin Ramey, SGA president;
Alvin Keys, associate professor of
psychology; Frederick Ferguson,
mechanical engineering professor; Cathy Kea, school of education professor; Clarence Page of
the housing office; Teresa Davis,
vice president and senior charge
consultant for Bank of America;
Obrie Smith, business consultant; Walker Sanders, president of
the Community Foundation of
Greater Greensboro; Terry Stone
of Jefferson Pilot; Harold Webb,
agriculture representative; Shirley
Frye of the Capital Campaign
Steering Committee; and Board
of Trustees members Velma
Speight-Buford, Carole Bruce,
Henry Isaacson and Michael
Suggs.

Want to work for the
A&T Register?
Interviews will be held on
April 10 & 17 from 12 p.m
to 5 p.m. in NCB 328.

Positions available
Managing Editor
News Editor
Wires Editor
Arts & Life Editor
Editorial Editor

"The new e-board has a lot to
live up to. In my 28 years of
being their advisor, I have never
seen a more dedicated group than

the 2005-2006 e-board," said
Ralph Brown, SUAB's adviser.

"We're going to have a lot of
fun. The new e-board seems so
full offresh ideas. It should be
interesting," he said.
"Keep your eyes and ears open
for SUAB and and their planned
events for next year," Mackey
said.
EAT from Page 1

three years
Unfortunately, the tempting
golden hot fries, which are
made by the famous "golden
arches," are among the highest
in trans fats. Other McDonald's
products containing high trans
fats are the deluxe breakfast
with 11 grams, and the 10-piece
chicken selects, with nine
grams.

Copy Desk Chief
Sports Editor

Layout & Design Editor
Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Business Representative

Surprisingly, the item with
the a lower amount of trans fat
is the Big Mac sandwich with
only 1.5 grams.
So the next time students find
themselves in a fast-food frenzy,
take the time to ask yourself,
"Am I really what I eat?"
It is never too late to begin

healthier eating
habits, and with time it could
lead to longevity, more energy
and a better physique.
practicing

Nation & World
The A&T Register

Adderall pills become a bad study aid
demands of college.
Today, some students are taking a study aid that can be dead-

By Megan Twohey

KRT
A tough math class prompted
Rich to take the drug. The effect:
"I could study for, like, eight
hours straight," said the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
junior.

Samantha, a Marquette
University sophomore, popped it
on the eve of a big history test.
"I stayed up all night," she said,
"and totally zoned in."
For years, students have used
coffee, NoDoz caffeine pills and
other stimulants to help them
through exams, papers and other

Shiite
leaders
shun
the U.S.
By Nancy A.

Youssef

KRT

-

ly.

Adderall, a medication for
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD, has become
popular among college students
who don't have the disorder,
according to students, college
health officials and an emerging
body of research.
Adderall is an amphetamine
and works like cocaine. Those
who use it can stay focused and
awake for hours on end. Students
with prescriptions sell it or give it
away.

"If you can take a drug that
allows you to stay awake through
finals week and concentrate on
relatively boring topics, you can
see how the word would spread,"
said William Frankenberger, a
psychology professor at UW-Eau
Claire.

He led a 2004 survey of students on a UW campus that
found 14 percent had abused
Adderall or another ADHD medication.

But using the drug without a
prescription is dangerous. The
federal government has classified
Adderall under the same category
as cocaine, opium and morphine,

drugs with a high potential for
abuse. It is illegal to sell it or use
it without a prescription.
Side effects include insomnia,
irritability and loss of appetite. In
extreme cases, the drug can cause
paranoia, hallucinations and
heart attacks. Adderall and other
ADHD medications have been
reportedly linked to the deaths of
25 people in recent years. U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
advisers are recommending warnings on the drugs' labels.
Some of the students don't
need it, said Davis Smith, director of student health at Wesleyan
University in Connecticut who

has been gathering information
about the use of ADHD medication for the American College
Health Association

Smith said aggressive pharmaceutical marketing campaigns and
pressure from pushy parents have
caused doctors to over-prescribe
the drugs.
Eric Heiligenstein, clinical
director of psychiatry at UWMadison's health services, agreed.
"We have students who come
in and say they got it justby asking for it at other clinics," he
said

When they don't need it, some
students misuse their medication.

So do students who are wary of
becoming dependent. Instead of
taking it twice a day, as often pre-

scribed, these students only take

it around exam time or in other

high-pressure situations.
A survey of students at 119 colleges nationwide found that, on
certain campuses, up to 25 percent ofrespondents

had misused

ADHD medication in the past
year.
year

The

survey,

published last

in the journal Addiction,
found that rates were highest at

colleges that were competitive,
those in the Northeast, and those
with high rates of binge drinking,

We believe everyone's more successful in a flexible environment.
We want you to succeed. That's why we've created an environment that's conducive to
personal and professional growth and success. At Ernst & Young we're offering an opportunity
to learn from some of the best talent in the industry. So visit us on campus, or on the Web at
ey.com/us/careers. Whatever's best for you. We're flexible.

BAGHDAD, Iraq Top Shiite
political leaders condemned U.S.
forces on Monday for raiding a
suspected Shiite terrorist cell in
what they said was a mosque and
killing more than a dozen people,
exposing the growing schism
between the country's largest and
most powerful sect and U.S. offi-

cials

Shiite leaders charged that last

Sunday's raid in northeast
Baghdad was an attempt by the
Americans to distance themselves
from the sect. They claimed that
U.S. officials were trying to give
Sunnis more power than they
won in the Dec. 15 election
because they feared that Iraq
would be controlled exclusively by

Shiites, rather than shared with
the Sunnis.
A widespread loss of support
from the Shiites could make Iraq
almost impossible to govern and
could put U.S. forces stationed in
Iraq in a precarious position.
"There is a policy by the
American administration and its
ambassador in Iraq to regain balance (between opposing Shiite
and Sunni forces) by creating
combating fronts," said Salam alMaliki, the minister of transportation and a member of firebrand Shiite cleric Muqtada al-

Sadr's party.

Lt. Gen. Peter Chiarelli, commander of the Multinational
Corps Iraq, said Sunday's raid
didn't involve a mosque but an
office complex that held terrorists
and an Iraqi hostage.
He said about 50 Iraqi special
forces members led the attack
and were fired upon by insurgents protecting the compound,
prompting

them

to return

fire.

"They didn't go in guns blazing," Chiarelli said.
About 25 U.S. military troops
supported the Iraqi forces, but
they didn't kill anyone in the
complex, U.S. military officials

said.

Identifying a mosque isn't
always easy for non-Arabic speakers. Many Shiites, who were forbidden from building mosques
during Iraqi dictator Saddam
Hussein's regime, converted ordinary neighborhood buildings into
places ofworship after the U.S.
invasion. The site of last Sunday's
raid had been recently converted
into a mosque,

Shiite1leaders

said
Lt. Col. Barry Johnson, a coalition spokesman, said the complex
had three buildings and that military officials

determined that two

were off-limits. The third, which
they entered, was under constant

guard, he said.
Members ofthe major Shiite
slate, the United Iraqi Alliance,
warned U.S. officials against

fighting Shiite forces
"I warn them (the U.S.) that a

battle with the calm giant Shiite
means they are falling into a dangerous swamp," said Kuthair alKhuzaie, a spokesman ofthe
Shiite Dawa party, at a press conference
"The U.S. is making things
more complicated and losing
their credibility among the

Iraqis."
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Sunglasses: Cheap or Chic?
By

James H. Burnett III

KRT
For Nancy and David
Auffarth, reasons for choosing
sunglasses couldn't be more different than their gender.
One wears high-end shades.
The other, cheapies. One goes for
durability. The other a cool look.
But never during their occasional

sunglass "hunt" has the issue of
safety and protection from the
sun come up, "because," Nancy
said, "my $20 knockoffs offer
me plenty of protection."
There was a time eye experts
would have scoffed at such a

claim and insisted that David
Auffarth's $90 Pacific Traders
were far safer than his wife's
knockoffs. But all kidding aside,
many experts say, Nancy Auffarth
is probably right.
"Most high-end sunglasses have
glass lenses, which are pretty
much guaranteed to have 100
percent protection from UV
rays," said Kenny Moscot, a

licensed optician and president
of the respected New York eye
shop Sol Moscot Opticians. "And
most cheaper ones have plastic
lenses. As they're made, the plastic only provides about 60 percent protection. But what they do
is dye the plastic shades darker,
bringing the protection level up
to 100 percent. So it is true that
they are safer today."
That fact is nice to know, the
Auffarths said, but they insist
that toughness and appearance
were

"I

their main criteria.
I really wasn't thinking

guess

medical reasons," said David
Auffarth, while the New York
couple was on vacation in

Moscot's message hit home with
19-year-old Mia Balentini. "I paid
just $5.95," the recent
Massachusetts-to-South Beach
transplant said sheepishly of her
lime green-framed aviator-style
shades, while reading on the
beach. "I tend to lose 'em, so I
buy the cheap ones. And I've had
these for 2-Vi years."
Finally, there may be some
"light" shed on the age-old
debate of expensive vs. cheap
sunglasses: Which protects better?
The answer, it seems, is it's a
draw. Experts now acknowledge
that as long as they've been
slathered with a dark enough
tint, most-cheapie shades provide
just as much protection from
harmful ultraviolet rays as expen-

Florida.
"I have a better pair, but I got
these because of the way they
flex. They take wear and tear better with spring activity in the ear-

pieces

As Auffarth, a restaurateur in
the Big Apple, demonstrated by

bending his sunglasses backward
like double-jointed fingers, his
better half, a former actress,
shook her head and tapped her
shades with a

smart

nod and

wink,

"These were $20," Nancy
Auffarth said. "Absolute run-ofthe-mill knockoffs, but I love
'em. Unlike David, I don'tbeat
my glasses up. But if you lose
glasses frequently like I do, cheap
is the way to go. I admit I had
Ray Bans for 20 years, but ever
since I went cheap, I haven't
gone back.

sive peepers.

"In short, and indeed, inexpensunglasses costing $ 10 can

sive

And I've been fine."

Peter Luc Sevigny is young, and
because of that "I am not worried
about my eyes. They are good,"
the 21-year old Montreal native
said during a South Beach, Fla.,
volleyball game. "I do have expensive glasses. But I get them for
the different styles. That's all."
Indeed, Sevigny was sporting
$150 Dragon brand surfer-style
shades. "What can I tell you?
They do look good," Sevigny said
with a laugh, adding that his
backup pair cost just $9.99
Moscot cautioned that some
glasses manufacturers have lulled
some frugal buyers into a false
sense of security by suggesting
that anything dark is safe. "Yes,

PHOTO COURTESY: KRT

Mia Balentini, 19, wears a pair of $5.95 aviator glasses, while sunbathing at Miami Beach, Florida, February 6, 2006. Experts now
acknowledge that as long as the tint is dark enough, most cheapie
shades provide just as much protection from ultraviolet rays as the

more expensive.
the less expensive sunglasses can
provide better protection today,
and many do. But there is such a
thing as too cheap," Moscot said.
"At some point, those glasses
on the absolute cheapest end of

the spectrum are nothing more
than dark plastic in a frame.
And that's no protection at all
"You can go less expensive if
you want these days, but don't

overdo it," Moscot said. "Think
about it. How exactly do you
know the cheaper glasses in the
drug store are providing adequate
protection? Because they have a
sticker on them?"

Bootlegged name-brand clothing, music, and other popular
wares should be proof enough
that not every product label is a
truthful guarantee, Moscot said.

afford the same protection as
sunglasses costing $150 or more,"
said Gil Lavelanet, a researcher
with Intermatch Marketing
Group

Intermatch Marketing Group
was responsible for the public
service campaign back then that

used the slogan "What You
Don't See Can Hurt You,"
emphasizing that UV light is
invisible
These days, no matter what
your glasses cost, most are made
in Italy or China, Lavelanet said,
and most "afford at least 99 percent protection against the more
harmful UVB light."
Kenny Moscot, president of Sol
Moscot Opticians, a 90-year-old
New York City firm, agreed that
cheaper sunglasses can be as safe

as their more expensive counterbut said there are fine
details consumers should know
before putting their wallets away.
Protection from ultraviolet sun
rays is nothing to scoff at, Moscot
parts,

said, because prolonged direct
exposure to sunlight can cause

irrevocable damage like the develof cataracts or macular
degeneration in the eyes.
If consumers go too cheap —
opting for sunglasses that are simply slightly tinted plastic, rather
than the more thorough dyed
plastic lenses — their eyes can be
tricked into "feeling" safer, and
"their pupils can open wide
exposing themselves to burning
sunlight," he said.
And even though it might add
a few dollars to the cost of
shades, people who spend a lot
of time in the sun, especially on
or near water should get polarized lenses, Moscot said. The
other thing consumers should
consider in their sunglasses,
"expensive or cheap," is the
color of the lenses, Moscot said.
"Many people believe if you
have some kind of tint everything's fine," he said.
"But when we say that lessexpensive glasses can provide as
much protection, we're talking
about gray. That goes for the
expensive ones too. All things
opment

stay true to color when you look

through a gray lens."

Green and brown lenses simply
provide that color view, but no
added protection, Moscot said.
"If safety is your concern, expensive or cheap, go with gray," he
said.
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What's NewsIn Business andFinance
GM Announces
White-Collar Cuts
General Motors said it is laying

off several hundred ofits U.S. whitecollar work force as part of a plan to
bring its NorthAmerican operations

back to profitability amid falling
U.S. sales and billions in losses.
A day earlier, GMsaid it expects
its sales in North America to fall

sharply from a year earlier as it tries
to earn more money selling fewer

cars.
GM spokesman Robert Herta
said he couldn't give an exact figure
on the work-force reductions, but the
world's biggest auto maker plans to
cut fewer than 500 workers at 30 locations across the U.S., including factories and engineering centers. That
would represent around 1.3% of

GM's U.S. salaried work force of

36,000. The company has said it
plans to cut 7% of its salaried work
force this year, so more cuts are to
come.

The layoffs are the second round
of cuts to GM's white-collar work
force this year and follow an earlyretirementoffer to its 113,000unionized workers.

Latest Books,
Boiled Down
A growing segment in publishing
caters to consumers too short on
time to seek out all the books they'd
like to read.
Reader services are taking a
place alongside newspaper and magazine book reviews in alerting readers to new titles. Then, many readers, instead of buying or borrowing
the books, read the book-summaries
provided by the services.
The summaries, mostly sent by
email, generally range between
eight and 12 pages, and some publishers see them as a threat to sales.
(A service can't summarize a book
without its publisher's permission.)
However, most major houses have
agreed to work with the services,
providing free books in hopes that
the added exposure the services provide might lead to sales.
Book summaries "level the playing field for a book fighting for space
on a table at Barnes & Noble," says
Bill Smith, a domestic rights manager at The Perseus Books Group.
The most popular services cater
to specific groups such as business
executives, political wonks, self-help
enthusiasts and evangelical Christians. Capitol Reader, for one, gives
heavily condensedversions of political and public-policy books. For
$99.95, subscribers get highlights of
dozens of books a year for roughly
the cost of buying three.

-

MLB Takes Lead
In Web Broadcasts
In just a few years, Major League
Baseball's Web site (www.mlb.com)
has become a major force in providing live streaming videofor large audiences. MLB.corn's success isn't
just helping to transform the business of sports; it's also transforming
consumers' expectations of whatthe
Web can deliver.
MLB.com first mastered the
technology to show baseball games
live on its own site, itself a wildly
popular business. Now, it sells its expertise, having already signed up 25
clients, including CBS, Major
League Soccer and the World Championship Sports Network. Entertainers Jimmy Buffett and LL Cool J,
too, havehired MLB.com to promote
albums and concerts by streaming
video of interviews and live perfor-

mances.

Businesses Shift

On Global Warming
A key U.S. Senate panel is shifting the political discussion on global
warming from "whether" the government should impose stricter
emissions rules to "how."
The Senate Energy Committee is
hearing from industry and activists
about how a mandatory plan to control carbon dioxide and other socalled greenhouse gases could work.

Greenhouse Gases
Countries with the highest carbon-dioxide
emissions

© 2006 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. AH Rights Reserved

Chat Therapy: Counseling Takes to IM
Instant Messaging Joins
Tools ofPsychology;

who are suicidal or think they might
harm themselves should call 911 instead of signing up for a chat ses-

sion, and on HelpHorizons.com, they
must indicate they have read this before a chat session can begin.
Insurance Coverage

Missing Visual Clues
By Andrew Lavallee
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Many big businesses that resisted
efforts to fight global warming are
sending detailed proposals.
"What's interesting fiere is the
diversity of companies and their
willingness to respond in some detail," said Jonathan Pershing, a climate-change expert for the World
Resources Institute, a nonprofit en-

vironmental think tank. Concern
about the damage caused by climate

change and industry's thirst for regulatory certainty, he predicts, could
lead to passage of some form of
mandatory carbon-dioxide controls
within five years.

The energy committee has received 160 plans from companies and
organizations, and members will
hold a "roundtable" to review a possible system of mandatory controls.

Cargo Magazine
Not So Lucky
Cargo magazine, the male sibling of Conde Nast's popular shopping-intensive magazine Lucky, will
fold with its May issue after two
years, raising questions about the
future of the much-touted "metrosexual" man.
Lucky, a women's title with a cir-

culation of more than one million,
spawned a numberof imitators. But
none has captured Lucky's voice, a
sharp and shanieless obsessiveness
about clothes shopping tempered by
a bit of self-parody, allowing women
to feel like they are getting more
than just a catalog (although that is
pretty much whatit is).
Cargo was an attempt toreplicate
the formula for men, who are shopping more than ever for themselves,
and not just for stereos, cars, guns
and golf clubs. The notion of a new
"metrosexual" man who willingly
buys grooming products and clothes
has been fueled by the companies
selling the stuff. But it turns out that
men shop differently from women.
Two other shopping magazines
aimed at men, Sync and Vitals For
Men, have already folded.
Says David Granger, editor in
chief of Hearst's Esquire, "Men in
general don't shop as a form of entertainment."

Odds & Ends
Boeing Co. will offer a version of
its new 787 "Dreamliner" that will
seat 50 more passengers than previously planned. The new version of
the plane, to enter service in 2012,
threatens to eclipse the entry-level
version of its larger wide-body 777.
But Airbus plans to build a plane that
might do that anyway, and Boeing
customers indicated they wanted to
buy such a plane. Both Boeing
planes will seat around 300.
U.S.
consumer confidence jumped to a
near four-year high in March as
households were cheered by a strong
start to economic growth in 2006.

...
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In many ways, instant messaging
is the latest in a range of technolo-

Instant

messaging, favored by
chatting teens and office gossips, is now a growing tool for
therapists counseling people
on everything from quitting
smoking to
sexual-abuse
trauma.
Proponents say the text-based
conversations are appealing because
they're fast and anonymous-users
can log onto a number of online services and connect with therapists
who know them only by screen

names. But many in the mentalhealth community say the format is
too impersonal for effective treatment and should only be an adjunct
to face-to-face counseling.
In recent years, Web companies

including MyTherapyNet, eGetgoing.com and HelpHorizons.com have
rolled out services that link consumers with therapists. Patients can
browse bios of participating counselors ranging from social workers
and marriage counselors to psychologists and psychiatrists. They can
make an appointment for later, or
chat with whoever is on call at the
time.The sites provide the forumfor
instant messaging, where participants exchange short text messages
inreal time.

'E-mmedlate Help'
Costs vary by service, ranging
from $1.60 a minute for "e-mmediate" sessions on MyTherapyNet.com
to $1,200 for a 12-week program on
eGetgoing.com, an alcohol and drug
treatment site. Some individualtherapists, too, offer instant messaging
as an additional servicefor their office-based patients, often using free
chatprograms like AOL Instant Messenger.
The chief benefit, say proponents, is that IM can provide confi-

dential treatment for people who
might otherwise never seek help.
"Frequently people who contact

Sony Unveils
Web Strategy
ForItsPS3
By Nick Wingfield

SAN

JOSE, Calif.-Sony announced a broad Internet-

game strategy for its longawaited PlayStation 3 console, intensifying competition
in an area of gaming that rival Microsoft has made a primary focus.
Speaking at a conference for
game-industry programmers here, a

Sony executive said the company will
more deeply integrate communications capabilities in games for the
PS3, including the ability for users to

videoconference over the Internet as

theyplay games against each other.
Users of thePS3 also will be able to
purchase and download add-on content for games such as virtual

weaponsfor a combat title or fresh vehicle designs for racing games. In a
potentially disruptive move for traditionalretailers, Sony said the PS3 will
allow users to download full games
over the Internet to the console.
The announcement of Sony's online strategy comes a week after the
Japanese electronics giant announced it will delay the introduction
of the PS3 until November from the
spring, citing holdups in the copy-protection system for the optical-disc format the PS3 will use to play movies
and games.
The success of PS3-and to some
extent Sony itself-rests on whether

publishers can produce compelling
games for the console. Sony, which

dominates the market with its top-

selling PlayStation 2, makes about a
third of its operating profit from its
videogame business.
While Sony was vague on many
detailsof the PS3's online-game capabilities, they appear to closely resemble those in Microsoft's new Xbox 360
console, through which users connect
to a service called Xbox Live, where
they can purchase small downloadable games and additional content for
games that users buy on discs. Sony
said basic online game playing for
PS3 will be freeto users in most cases,
though there will be charges for addon content.
"This is clearly Sony playing
catch-up," said P.J. McNealy, an analyst at American Technology Research.
A Sony executive, meanwhile,
says the company envisions publishers creating downloadable chapters

for games originally purchased on
discs, with the ideaof generating water-cooler discussionsabout the latest
game "episodes" availableonline.

gies to link patients remotely with
therapists or medical doctors. Some
therapists say instant messaging isn't much different from phone and
email-based sessions that are often
offered in addition to face-to-face
counseling. Doctors and therapists
can bill for phone or email consultations, and insurance will often cover
them.

me are putting their big toe in the
water of therapy, so for them, it's a
lot saferthan trying to see someone
face-to-face," says Thomas Fransen,
a licensed clinical social worker in
Chicago who provides therapy for
depression and relationship issues
and often counsels patients through
HelpHorizons.com.

Some mental-health experts
warn that the IM format is impersonal and limited, and counselors

shouldn't attempt to treat severely ill
or suicidal patients whom they've
never met face to face. Text messaging, critics say, doesn't allow therapists to pick up on important visual
cues to a patient's true state ofmind.
"What one gleans as a psychiatrist in a clinical assessment is not
just from the words one says but
from the emotions," says Paul Appelbaum, a psychiatry professor at Columbia University and past presidentof the American Psychiatric Association. He says doctors need to assess the way a person walks, sits,
smiles or tears up. "Emoticons just
don't get you to the same place," referring to smiling or frowning faces
made with punctuation marks.

Online therapy is essentially unregulated, though the Web sites say
participating therapists must be li-

censed in their own states. Neither
the American Psychiatric Association nor the American Psychological
Association has a formal position on
instant messaging. But the psychi-

atric association didrecently publish
a guide about the use of email in psychiatry, suggesting 'security measures such as encryption and noting
topics that may be inappropriate for
email, such as suicidalideation. The
consensus within the psychiatric association on online therapy is that
practitioners should be licensed in
their home state as well as the state
their patients reside in, according to

Dr. Appelbaum.
providers
Online-counseling
agree that IM isn't appropriate for
suicidalpatients. Participating therapists generally advise patients to
seek immediate in-person help if
they feel they are a danger to themselves or others. The services also
say patients won't get access to
drugs inappropriately via online
therapy. In their bios, the psychiatrists who participate say that while
they are medical doctors able to prescribe drugs, they won't provide
medication for patients they haven't
met in person.
To address liability issues, the
sites include disclaimers that people

MyTherapyNet, eGetgoing and
HelpHorizons all say they usesecure
messaging tools with Secure Sockets
Layer encryption technology to help
ensure patient privacy. MyTherapyNet and HelpHorizons say they
provide customers withinvoices and

claims information that can be submitted to a health insurer; eGetgoing says it accepts several major insurance plans, including Cigna, and
will submit claimsfor patients.
About 75 people a day use instant
messaging to chat with a counselor
at eGetgoing's drug and alcohol programs, according to Barry Karlin,

chief executive of CRC Health
Group. The Cupertino, Calif., company operates the site as well as 90
treatment facilities, and says sessions are led by certified drug-rehabilitation counselors employed by
CRC.

Mr. Karlin says about 90% of
those who sign up with eGetgoing

complete the program-about 1,000

since the site'slaunch in 2003-com-

pared with far fewer at traditional
outpatient clinics. The anonymity of
the Internet is part of thereason, he

believes, because it reduces the
stigma of treatment. "No one can see
you, and because they can't see you,

people don't have the impression
that they're being judged," he says.
People who finish all 12 weeks are
less likely to relapse than those who
don't, says Mr. Karlin, adding that
the site offers a weekly ordine followup chat that is freefor up to a year.
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residents
deserve

voting
rights
I know, I know...I have been
MIA in the past couple of weeks

For those who are unaware, I
have been living in Los Angeles
for about a month. I got a cool
gig working in
public relations
for one of the
top interna-

tional firms in
the world yes
ya'U, the
WORLD. At
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any rate, as
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OTHER PEOPLE OUeMT TO BE PUT IN JAIL!

much as KASS:
I love
LA., I
love New Orleans more. I wasn't
able to attend the trip over spring
break (cause I was working) but I
heard that so many Aggies turned
out to help clean-up. However, we
can't stop there.
It's not in the headlines, but
the voting rights of the displaced
people of New Orleans are at a
great risk. There is an election
scheduled for April 22 in the race
for mayor. We all know Ray
Nagin, the black mayor of New
Orleans. His term is almost up.
Now while I wasn't an advocate
of the way he handled the press, I
am an advocate for blacks in
political power, especially in a city
that once was majority black.
As the city is being rebuilt, not
everyone is excited about all New
Orleanians coming back, especially not the black and poor. The
absence ofblack political power
RIGHT NOW in New Orleans is
inconceivable. No offense, but a
white mayor is not going to have
the displaced poor, black residents of New Orleans at the forefront of their mind. If they are
like anyone else, black or white,
they are thinking dollars.
It is not my duty to argue
whether or not a black or white
person should be in charge of the
city of New Orleans. It IS my
duty to argue that all have a fair
opportunity to vote.

Fueling the fire, Part 1: 21 answers
Contrary to popular belief I am
not just David C. Rose. I am a
composition of those persons,
places, ideals and ideas which
have opened my eyes, mind and
heart. I believe that an individual
is singular by no means, therefore
the following is an analysis of the
character traits of some of our fellow AGGIES based on a well
rounded observation, but
beware...you may be slightly dis-

turbed:
The students

at A&T

are

extremely immature and only

attend school events for food,
extra credit and because it seems
cool to do so; apathy exists in

abundance
Aggies are not informed
because they are too busy getting
their hair done and a new outfit
for a party on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. Who cares about
student leadership when were
only here to leatn and have fun?
A&T students do not read or
listen, they wish that information

and knowledge could be served to
them on a platter. If it takes too
much comprehension, they'd
rather not get involved
Students are not too far
removed from the state of mind
in which they existed during adolescence. Their inner child still
yearns to make important deci-

sions based on

popularity and
not proper plat-

forms.

The faculty at
A&T attempts
understand
the decisions of
the student
David Rose body from a
parental stance,
one which the student has and
always will refuse to be receptive
to

towards.
Our Aggies are not genuine in
their platforms for leadership
positions. The majority of those
who run for positions of 'power'
do so for status, or to prove a
point,

A&T students have forgotten
that as an HBCU we come from

who have survived
through stories told and messages
relayed. Taking this privilege for
granted Aggies could always
regurgitate gossip, but could not
do the same for knowledge.
Students at A&T fail to realize
that self marketing overpowers
a people

perception. They seem to analyze
the ways in which they are viewed
after they have opened their
mouth, or their legs.

Students have lost some sense
of respect

amongst

the

new found

freedoms which are included in

the college experience package.
They will speak over others and
leave functions early with no consideration for the program or programmers

Aggie men are overshadowed
by boys who run wild throughout
campus. They are not students
who have come to learn, but they
are here in order to experience
the 3:1 female to male ratio.
Young women at A&T suffer
from two complexes; one being
that this new free environment
allows them to continue their

untamed sexual habits they've
brought from home, but within a

wider parameter. The other
lies in the fact that A&T women
are lazier (relationship wise) than
men. If they see a handful ofboys,
that are not 'on their level', they
will look elsewhere. This action
leaves the 'good men', who are
oftentimes too busy to look elsewhere, at a standstill.
Students who hold any status
on campus do not wish to be
approached by random persons
because they receive the 'need
vibe'. This is not an unnatural
trait of anyone, everyone needs
some downtime. Aggies do not
know how to respect people's priissue

vacy.

Aggies contradict themselves
daily by drinking, smoking, party-

ing and having sex in one breath
and praising in the next.
A&T students are close minded and refuse to be receptive to
new ideas. If a system seems to
work they'd rather not try to fix

Aggies will forever analyze their
peers, either consciously or subconsciously, with respect to the
stereotyped traits of Greek organizations

Students will always 'become
Greek' for the wrong reasons,
from now until the day that
undergraduate chapters are
pulled altogether.
Students at A&T could care
less about the A&T four. They
will forever know them just as the
school markets the movement to
them. The men will never be
known as the honorable Dr.
Jibreel Khazan, Dr. Joseph
McNeil, Dr. Franklin McCain
and David Richmond.
The gap between eastern and
western Greensboro will never be
bridged because the students at
A&T are so self centered that
they could care less about what
goes on within their college community.

There is no next level of male
AGGIE leadership because A&T
boys are hormone driven. The
continuation of this cycle will

lead to a generation of ill
informed and poorly mentored
youth

The library is a place ofsocial
exercise and rest opportunities.
Students do not go there to work
but to check their facebook &.
xuqa accounts and see friends
There is still hope for our
Aggie generation. We have flaws
primarily because ofthe various
states of mind in which we exist.
It is imperative that we first
approach the issues which exist
within our own world before we
move to stroke our brush upon

life's easel.
This twenty-first answer is a
debriefing, as many psychology
majors may be familiar. The articles purpose was to open your
eyes to the stereotypes, facts,
thoughts & realities which exist
withrelation to our Aggies. I will
reiterate that I am merely a composition of those persons, places,
ideals and ideas which have
opened my eyes, heart and mind
so that I may observe such discrepancies. So if you're upset
there is only one true question;
what are you going to do to make
a difference?

The governor ofLouisiana,
Kathleen Blanco, has the power
to change the date of the election. She also has the power to
provide satellite voting. Last
month, white legislators in the
state house voted down a bill to
provide satellite voting within the
state. Only when black legislators
walked out ofthe legislature did
the governor push to have the bill
reconsidered. As to date, the bill
has passed, but there's still resistance to provide satellite voting
outside the state.
When Iraq held its elections,
the Bush administration provided
satellite voting centers in areas of
the country where there were
large concentrations of Iraqis
You're shaking your head just as I

kind of sense does
that make? We can provide for
the Iraqis, but we can't do the
same for Americans in America?
Without a strong vote and adequate representation, black and
poor evacuees are one step closer
to being shut out of the city- for
good. What's happening is undemocratic and, well, just plain
wrong. We can make a huge difference, people. All our lives
we've heard that every vote
counts and while I don't know
exactly how true it is, I don't
want my lack of vote to be the
was. What

deciding factor. Raise your voices,

brothers and sisters. Send the
link to your friends, regardless of
race, creed or ethnicity. Put it on
Facebook, My Space and VuQuo.
As King James (no, not that one)
so eloquently stated, "Say it
loud
http://www.colorofchange.org/
voting/?id=2032-78697
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Aggies begin spring practice

PHOTOS BY: MIKE MCCRAY

Left: Red-shirt freshmen take snaps with the first-team offense. A&T is still searching for a quarterback to lead the team. Right: New Head Coach Lee Forbes brings a new swagger and winning attitude to A&T.

Last year, the Aggies experienced their second consecutive 3-8 season. This year, they hope to reverse last year's disappointment.

Final Four nobody picked
Commentary

by

Mike McCray
Photographer
Over three million brackets were filled
this March, but only
four people picked LSU, George Mason,
Florida and UCLA to be in the Final
out at ESPN.com

Four.
Seeing that the chances of any ofthose
four people being at A&T are well, one
in three million. Let's look at the final
four reasons you went wrong in your
bracket.
The biggest flaw in your bracket is
picking the home team. Yes, it worked
last year when Carolina had a juggernaut
but this year, their best player was a
freshman, Tyler Hansbrough and their
best returning scorer was David Noel. Be
serious, David Noel leading the Tar
Heels to a national championship? Not
likely.

So for all those North Carolinians that
picked UNC, Duke or even NC State (If

you picked State you should be shot. I
apologize that was kind of harsh), don't
feel too bad, since 1979, the two teams
in the championship game have been

there before.
And the last

time I checked, all the
"Triangle" teams had won a national
championship since then.
Step two in messin' up your bracketpicking number one seeds.
Duke..Their Duke, always in the race
but likely to finish out of first place.
Memphis..They haven't played anybody, come on they were in Conference
USA. The new GUSA is without

Cincinnati, Louisville and Charlotte

Villanova...It's easy to play with four
guards on March Madness 2006 but in
real life, Florida proved how a serviceable big man can end their title hopes.
UConn...Probably the favorite going
into the tourney, but Marcus Williams
and Josh Boone aren't Emeka Okafor
and Ben Gordon. They're good but not
THAT good.
Before you slap yourselfremember

that for the past 24 years there has been
least one number one seed in the
Final Four. Yet over the last 20 years, the
nation's number one team has only won
the tournament three times.
Step three...Discounting mid-majors.
Ok. So, we all know if A&T had won
the MEAC tournament, we probably
would have lost in the play-in game (just
like Hampton), but in conferences like
the Missouri Valley, the CAA (Colonial
Athletic), Big South and America East,
at

where the conference is actually competitive, these teams are in a position to be
what ESPN likes to call "Bracket

The Missouri Valley had four teams
make the tournament, six teams in that
conference won more than 20 games!
That can't be said for the MEAC where
only one team went above .500.
George Mason barely made the tournament but in the Colonial they faced stiff
competition frOm schools like Hofstra
(26-7), Old Dominion (24-9) and tournament tested UNOWilmington. (25-8)
So, it's not like the Patriots were playing
4-26 Morgan State in conference
(although James Madison did suck, 523).

Busters."

America's favorite underdog, has to be
the Bulldogs of Gonzaga. Lead by
national player of the year candidate
Adam Morrison, the Zags were a "sexy"
pick for the Elite Eight or Final Four.
Honestly, when you play West Coast

Conference competitors all year, (other
than the Maui Invitational when they
got in Michigan State) its hard to step up
to the big boys.

Of the four teams I mentioned, all of
them had at least three conference loses,
so they were beating up on each other
and getting battle tested before they

made

it to the tournament.

Step four....Big Schools. Big
Conferences. Big Flops.
Just cause you're from the Big East or

ACC, doesn't mean you're a better team;
it just means your school has money!
By the time the Elite Eight started,
many major conferences had exited the
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tournament as a whole

The ACC.nope!

Big 12...nope!

The Big East was holding on to
Villanova and UConn by a string after
Pitt, Syracuse, West Virginia and
Georgetown choked. For the Big Ten,
what the computer says is the country's
toughest conference, nobody was left.
The SEC is the only conference that
held it together with Florida and LSU
both advancing to the Final Four.
High seeds are just that, high seeds. A
terrible Syracuse team was a five seed off
the strength of winning the Big East
tournament but underrated teams like
Montana (12 seed), Bradley (13 seed)
and Northwestern State (14 seed) all
proved that seeds mean nothing.
Oh well! You didn't get the money this
year. It's not your fault, blame the selection committee and all the major sports'
outlets for hyping up the big schools and
forgetting the lil' guys.
There is always March 2007, enjoy the
Final Four.
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■
Off-Campus Housing
■■

Available Immediately!
Only 1 Moom Left!
S425/month Tor a
3 Bedroom Furnished Townhouse
5 miles from NC /\&T campus for rent!
Utilities Irtclit'df&dt'
Sj&et&ci Imtmr'm&t
. Cable' t&
JHomm Seemwity System w$m .Key 'emry m
'2*5 Etaths
R&om On-site
JFmli Kitchen
/living- Room with Separ-€ite £>ining Ar-ect
Year-Round A v&ihahiiity
Only serious, mature and responsible
Aggie family members should- apply.
Call C240) 643-4093 todav!

